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When choosing a laptop for school there are many factors to consider: portability,
usability, performance, productivity. With its 11.6” display, capable processor, plenty
of memory, large hard disk, lightweight and thin design, the TravelMate B116 ticks
off all students needs.

TravelMate B116

In addition, thanks to the Acer Classroom Manager, downloadable from acer.com,
teachers and trainers can make their lessons more efficient and compelling.

• 11,6’’ display with Acer BluelightShield™

TravelMate B116

• Fan-less design for ultra-quiet computing
• Slim and light
• Full-size keyboard for a great typing experience
• Precision Touchpad for optimal mobile computing
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Your best
classmate
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Fan-less design
Boosted mobility Dashing looks
Total security

Superior typing experience
Easy manageability

Unique design

Ready for work

Warranty extension program

Do you want to lug around a heavy, nondescript notebook? Of
course not. With its unique FlowCurve design the TravelMate
B116 looks sporty and bold. The perfect accessory to be seen
around with at school. The body is only 21.2 mm thin, and the
tapering side edges make the B116 not only look even slender
but also easier to grab. Moreover, it’s lightweight enough to fit
into any backpack or messenger bag.

Powerful sound quality and a webcam with HDR support mean
more enjoyable video calls and learning online conference, for
better collaboration. All essential ports are available. To keep
cables out of the way HDMI, USB, and Ethernet ports are placed
on the rear panel, while the most frequently used ones, such as
audio jack and SD card slot are placed on the left side. Students
will want their photos, their music and even their games on the
device, and with up to 1TB of space they can store pretty much
everything they want.

All Acer notebooks come with a standard Warranty* that also
includes the International Travelers Warranty - ITW - for the
first year. With the Acer Care Plus, the warranty coverage can
be extended up to 5 years with a priority repair service.

Impeccable performance
Packing powerful Intel Quad-Core processors, Intel® HD graphics,
and up to 8GB of memory and Windows 8, the TravelMate B116
ensures very smooth everyday computing allowing efficient
multitasking. Students will be able to tackle school projects and
homework as well as enjoy extra-curricular activities, such as
social networking, video-chatting. Built-in high-performance
Gigabit LAN and wireless supporting AC translates into fast
Internet speed, even where Wi-Fi connectivity is erratic, supporting
learning in and out of the classroom.

Built-in manageability and security

Comfortable computing

Acer Crystal Eye HD webcam
with High Dynamic Range
(HDR) support

11.6” HD LED-backlit LCD
with Acer ComfyView™

Easy manageability is a key feature for organizations. The
TravelMate B116 comes with Acer Office Manager so that
users can deploy security policies, monitor IT assets and set
maintenance tasks even without dedicated IT staff and equipment.
Acer ProShield allows users to maintain their credentials, data
protection and web accounts. For added security, users can log in
via webcam and face recognition technology.

Adding the Accidental Damage Insurance, the notebook is also
protected in case of any accidental, sudden, and unforeseen
damage by external means which affects the operational
functioning of the product. Another extra option is Data
Recovery service for the Hard Disk Drives.

FlowCurve design

Featuring a smart fan-less design, the TravelMate B116 is
extremely silent even after prolonged use, so it is perfect to be
used in quiet environments. The full-size keyboard makes all the
difference when you need to write at length, while the new sleek
Precision Touchpad offers more precise interaction.

Full-size Keyboard

The 11.6” Acer ComfyView™ Anti-glare display enables a crisper
view with richer colours and higher contrast even outdoors, while
Acer BluelightShield™ technology reduces the harmful blue-light
emission to protect the user’s eyes.
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